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Original Content in Radio 
 
Meetings, promotions, clients, remotes, budgets, music calls, imaging, live 
reads, EAS tests, numbers 12+, numbers in the demo, syndicated 
programming, inventory, commercial production, affidavits. 
 
In today’s broadcasting world, we’re usually wearing so many hats, we forget about the driving force behind our 
ratings and revenue—compelling, and ultimately, original content. 

 
In a digital universe of Twitter, Facebook, tumbler, blogs, Youtube, Vine, etc., in addition to traditional media like radio and television, 
original content has become rarer and more difficult, but essentially more important than ever. While we use social media, other media content, 
and popular culture for show prep, it’s often easy to forget how to create content that compels a listener to turn to your particular channel for 
entertainment. Social media and the internet are not the enemy, but tools to use alongside your airwaves to create and deliver original content. 
 
Let’s start with social media, because unique content online can drive your listeners back to the station, or even guide 
new listeners to you. It’s easy to post already-viral videos, pictures, or re-hash stories that are already flooding newsfeeds, but creating your 
own organic digital content is not as hard as you might think. 
 
Pop culture provides plenty of opportunities for you to edit noteworthy images to make your own. When Kim Kardashian’s rear end was on the 
cover of Paper, several personalities photoshopped their own heads over hers. Simple, topical, original, and even 
more importantly, “shareable.” 
 
Listener-compiled “best of” surveys also provide easy blog entries and encourage active participation. They can be as classic as “Best Pizza 
Places in the Valley” or less cliché like “Best Places To Hit On Guys with Dogs in Downtown Wherever.” Audience opinion-driven lists or 
topics provide a double whammy for online content too: the initial solicitation of contribution and the final list compilation. 
 
Pictures and videos on social media usually provide the biggest impact online and originality is natural with those avenues as 
well. Got kids or pets in your house? They provide endless opportunity for entertaining and unique material. Plus, listeners 
feel that stronger bond seeing a video of an on-air personality’s pet doing tricks as opposed to the whatever random dog in 
some faraway state has gone viral that day. 
 
And of course, good old fashioned original on-air content is what keeps those listeners coming back for more and provides 
opportunity for word-of-mouth promotion. Original content online can easily be then turned into original material for the air. 
Posted a video of your two-year-old yelling something about the Bears? Air the audio. You will be remembered as “that guy on WXYZ whose 
toddler already can’t stand Jay Cutler,” and so the word-of-mouth promotion for you begins. Let everyone else in the market be the people who 
aired the most common and cliché viral audio of the day. You will stand apart. 
 
Unique contesting is also a wonderful way to provide something different for the listener’s ear. We all know the power of making 
memorable contests for both the participants and the passive listener along for the ride. Many bits that seem overused to us still 
provide original entertainment for the audience. Games such as Would You Rather, This Or That, Marry Date or Dump, etc., still 
exhibit new content because of the specific options you present and the answers participants provide back. 
 
None of these are new ideas to any of us, but as newsfeeds become more flooded and so many entertainment outlets become 
carbon copies of one another, it’s important to remember that creating our own content is of course a necessity, but also easy! 
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